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We propose a new ombinatorial aggregation approah whih is appliable whenthe state spae of Markov hain is large enough so that the diret methods (e.g. Gausselimination) are ineÆient. It is based on lumping together losely related states. Thisapproah is attrative in that ase, beause the struture of transition matrix impliesthat standard iterative methods onverge very slowly (see disussion in [16, 17℄ and thereferenes therein).Formally, a Markov hain with the state spae S = f1; : : : ; sg is de�ned as asequene X = (Xt)t2N of random variables suh that the probability of Xi = j dependsonly on Xi�1 (for details, we refer to [8, 10℄). Thorough this paper, we assume thatMarkov hains are given by a probability transition matries | the only di�erenebetween these two ways of introduing a Markov hain is that given X, we have adistinguished initial distribution X0, whih is not given in a probability transitionmatrix.It was observed that many fats are valid simultaneously for both disrete and on-tinuous time Markov hains. To deal with them at the same time we use, following [11℄,a laplaian matrix, i.e. matrix L = (lij)si;j=1, lij 2 R satisfying lii = �Pj: j 6=i lij fori = 1; : : : ; s. Denote by I the identity matrix of size s. Let P be the transition prob-ability matrix of a Markov hain. The (i; j)-th element of P, denoted pi;j, is theone-step transition probability of going from state i to state j. Matrix L = I � Pis a laplaian matrix indued by P. From now on we assume that the Markov hainis introdued by the Markov hain laplaian matrix i. e., laplaian matrix withnon-positive real o�-diagonal entries.Many harateristis of Markov hains are solutions of systems of linear equationsin one of the following form: L(R��R)x = b (1)LT (R��R)x = b; (2)where R is a subset of states, b is a nonnegative vetor of size s� jRj and L(R��R) is asubmatrix of L resulting from deletion of rows and olumns indexed by R; LT denotestransposition. The most elegant way to deal with (1) and (2) is to �nd the analytialformulas for the solution of the system. Unfortunately, it is usually impossible and theonly way is to solve the problem numerially [16℄. Problems arise from the omputa-tional point of view beause of the large number of states whih systems may oupy. Itis not unommon for thousands of states to be generated even for simple appliations.On the other hand these Markov hains are often sparse and possess spei� struture.Motivation and related researh. A lot of researh has been done onerning thenumerial solutions of some linear equations that our when one studies Markov hains(see for example [2, 16℄). Almost all methods for solving a system of linear equationsare adapted into this ontext: iterative and diret methods, projetion tehniques andthe onept of preonditioning (see [17℄). Some of them turn out to be quite eÆient,others have serious drawbaks. The appliability of a method depends strongly onthe struture of the Markov hain onsidered (see disussion in [3℄). In this paper wefous on nearly unoupled or nearly ompletely deomposable Markov hains (see [1, 16℄).



Suh hains often arise in queueing network analysis, large sale eonomi modelingand omputer systems performane evaluation. The state spae of these hains an benaturally divided into groups of states suh that transitions between states belongingto di�erent groups are signi�antly less likely than transitions between states withinthe same group.As a example onsider a NCD Markov hain de�ned by the following matrix:L = 0BBB�L11 L12 : : : L1NL21 L22 : : : L2N... ... . . . ...LN1 LN2 : : : LNN1CCCAwhere L11;L22; : : : ;LNN are square subbloks. Assume that L is of the form:L = diag(L11;L22; : : : ;LNN ) +Ewhere omponent E inorporates all o�-diagonal bloks. In the sequel we assume thatthe submatries Lii are of moderate size, hene we apply the diret method (a mod-i�ation of the standard Gaussian elimination alled GTH after Grassmann-Taksar-Heyman [6℄) to solve the systems of the form Liix = b, arising from deompositionof large NCD Markov hain. In Setion 3 we disuss the possibility to speedup theomputation by hoosing some iterative method instead.For solving NCD Markov hains the methods known as aggregation and itera-tive aggregation/disaggregation are the most suitable. Our ombinatorial aggregationapproah an be seen as a generalization of existing aggregation algorithms (. f. [9℄).In [4, 5℄ we summarize the most important advantages over previous methods. Here weemphasize the following aspets:{ All known aggregation methods onsidered in the literature are designed only tosolve the problem of stationary distribution, and other harateristis of Markovhain are negleted. In ontrast to this, we propose the proedure approximating themean hitting time. Similar algorithms an be obtained for other harateristisbeing the solution of (1). For the �rst time the aggregation approah is suessfulin omputing Markov hain harateristis whih are solutions of non-transposedsystems of equations.{ Comparison with GTH proedure shows the height preision level of approximationomputed by our algorithms.Struture of the paper. In Setion 2 a mathematial theory behind the algorithmsis skethed (see [11, 12℄ for more detailed treatment). The following setion ontainsthe desription of the algorithm and the disussion of its omplexity. In Setion 4 wereport results of numerial experiments we have performed | they are very promisingand learly justify the appliability of our approah for NCD Markov hains. Finalremarks and some open problems an be found in the last setion.



2 Mathematial PreliminariesThis setion is devoted to mathematial preliminaries ruial for aggregation algo-rithms. We de�ne here the Markov hain harateristis we are interested in. It isargued that to ompute them, one needs to solve ertain systems of linear equations.Then, we reall several known results enabling to express the solution of systems oflinear equations by means of weighted direted forests (in the underlying graph). Hav-ing suh forests expansion of a harateristis under onsideration, we are looking foran e�etive proedure to ompute it. To this end the onept of powerly perturbedMarkov hain [11℄ is used, as in this ase there exist reursive formulas enabling toevaluate e�etively the forest expansions. This proedure yields an approximation ofharateristis onsidered.Let G = (S;E) be a direted graph with the set of verties (alled also states)S = f1; 2; : : : sg, for s � 1. The lassi�ation of states in a graph follows the Markovhain terminology (.f. [8, 10℄ for a detailed treatment of Markov hain theory). Astrong omponent of G is any maximal subgraph C of G, with the property thatfor any two states i; j of C there exists a path from i to j. A strong omponent isabsorbing if it has no outgoing edges. Strong absorbing omponents are also alledlosed lasses in the sequel. An ayli subgraph f = (S;Ef ) of G ontaining all itsverties, in whih any state has out-degree at most 1 is alled a direted spanningforest. A set of states R � S with no outgoing edges in Ef forms a root of a forest.When the root is singleton we talk about direted spanning tree. We write shortlyforest (tree) instead of direted spanning forest (tree).Let F(R) denote the set of all forests in G having the root R (a forest is identi�edwith the set of its edges). For �xed i =2 R and j 2 R, Fij(R) � F(R) denotes the setof all forests with the root R, ontaining a path from i to j.Now we assume G to be an underlying graph of Markov hain indued by a squarereal matrix A of size s (i. e. there are edges between all pairs (i; j) with aij 6= 0). Wede�ne the (multipliative) weight of a forest f = (S;Ef ) and the weight of a set Fof forests as follows:w(f) = Y(i;j)2Ef(�aij); w(F) = Xf2F w(f):Let R � S, i; j 62 R, and k 2 R; Markov hain harateristis we onsider in thesequel are de�ned as follows:mi(R) := Ei�R | the mean hitting time of R;�ij(R) := Ei 24 X0�t<�R 1(Xt = j)35 | mean number of visits before absorption;where 1(�) := (1 if � is true;0 otherwise:



pik(R) := PrifX�R = kg | the probability distribution in the hitting timeof R;Pri(A) := Pr(A��X0 = i);�R := minft � 0 : Xt 2 Rg | the hitting time of the set R;EiA := E(AjX0 = i) | expetation onditioned by starting from state i:The mean hitting time of R an be alulated by solving following system of linearequation of the form (1) ( m = (mi(R))i2SnR):L(RjR)m = e; (3)where e = (11 : : : 1)T . Two other harateristis an be also presented as solutions ofnon-transposed systems of the form (1).Famous Markov Chain Tree Theorem [14℄ haraterizes stationary distribution bya rational funtion of direted forest weights alled the forest expansion. A resultof [11℄ extends MCT Theorem to the harateristis introdued above:mi(R) = Pj 62Rw(Fij(R [ fjg))w(F(R)) ; �ij(R) = w(Fij(R [ fjg))w(F(R)) ; pik(R) = w(Fik(R))w(F(R)) :In Setion 3 we present the ombinatorial aggregation algorithms approximating vetorm = mi(R). The analogous onstrutions for p = pik(R) and ��� = �ij(R) is disussed.The onept of powerly perturbed Markov hains [11℄ is ruial for e�etive ap-proximation of the solution of system L(RjR)x = b (LT (RjR)x = b). It subsumes allpreviously known generalizations of NCD Markov hains, aiming in expressing severaldi�erent orders of magnitude of interation strength (see for example [7℄).For given funtions A;B : R ! R, the notation A(") � B(") means that:lim"!0 A(")B(") = 1: We also set A(") � 0, if there exists "1 6= 0 suh that for any" 2 (�"1; "1), A(") = 0.A family fL(") = (lij("))si;j=1; " 2 (0; "1)g of laplaian matries of size s � sis a powerly perturbed Markov hain, if there exist matries ��� = (Æij)i;j2S, andD = (dij)i;j2S, Æij � 0 and dij 2 R, for i; j 2 S, suh that the asymptoti behavior oflaplaians L(") is determined by ��� and D as follows:�lij(") � Æij"dij : (4)Powerly perturbed nonnegative vetor is de�ned as the family fb("); " 2 (0; "1)g ofnonnegative vetors of size u, suh that for some vetors ��� = (�i)ui=1 and z = (zi)ui=1,with �i � 0, zi 2 R, for i = 1; : : : ; u, the following holds:bi(") � �i"zi : (5)Consider the following graph indued by matrix D (we take into aount asymp-totially nonzero entries):G�(D) = (S; f(i; j) 2 S � S : Æij 6= 0g):



For an arbitrary forest f and a nonempty set F of forests in G�(D) we study param-eters:(i) 8>>><>>>:d(f) := X(i;j)2f dijÆ(f) := Y(i;j)2f Æij9>>>=>>>; an asymptoti weight of the forest f .
(ii) 8>><>>:d(F) :=minf2F d(f)Æ(F) := Xf2F : d(f)=d(F) Æ(f)9>>=>>; an asymptoti weight of the set of forests F .We desribe the asymptotis of solutions of systems L(RjR)x = b and LT (RjR)x =b, related to powerly perturbed Markov hains, in terms of direted forests expansions(i.e. the rational funtion of forests' weights). The following theorem, says that a so-lution of a system of linear equations, for a perturbed hain, an be treated as aperturbed vetor.Theorem 1 ([11℄). Let matries � and D be suh that (4) above holds, for a powerlyperturbed Markov hain fL("); " < "1g; let R � S, where S is a set of states. Moreoverlet vetors � and z of size u := s� jRj be suh that (5) holds, for a powerly perturbedvetor b. Suppose that there exist a forest with the root R in G�(D). Then the followinghold:(1) the solution x(") = (xi("))i2SnR of the system LT (RjR)(")x(") = b(") satis�es fori 2 S n R the relation xi(") � �i"hi ; for some onstants �i, hi;(2) the solution x(") = (xi("))i2SnR of the system L(RjR)(")x(") = b(") satis�es fori 2 S n R the relation xi(") � �i"bi ; for some onstants �i, bi.This theorem an be seen as a generalization of the Markov Chain Tree Theoremin three respets. First, powerly perturbed Markov hains are onsidered. Seond, ageneral lass of problems is taken into aount. And third, part (2) deals with non-transposed matries. From the proof of this theorem we an dedue the asymptotiforest expansions for Markov hain harateristis in terms of parameters d(F) andÆ(F). Both ases (1) and (2), although desribed similarly, di�er substantially in dif-�ulty(f. [4, 5℄). | this is visible in di�erent strutures of algorithms. While in (1) itis suÆient to onsider spanning trees rooted in some state i, in (2) it is neessary totake into aount spanning forests rooted in R [ fjg.Unfortunately, as we will see all obtained expressions for asymptoti oeÆients(i.e. onstants �; h; �; b from Theorem above) are omputationally non-tratable, atleast diretly, beause of their exponential length. In the next setion we disuss theaggregation approah, yielding e�etive and aurate proedures for omputing theasymptoti oeÆients and approximate values of the interesting harateristis ofNCD Markov hain.



3 Aggregation Algorithm for Mean Hitting TimeThe mean hitting time (m) is an important harateristis of the Markov hain de�nedby the system of linear equations with a non-transposed matrix. It is haraterized by asubset of states R � S and the task is to approximately alulate the expeted numberof steps before reahing this set.Applying Theorem 1 we derive mi(R)(") � �iR"biR ; where asymptoti oeÆients��� = (�iR) and b = (biR) are de�ned as follows:ai :=minj =2R [d(Fij(R [ fjg))℄; biR :=ai � d(F(R));�iR :=Pj =2R:d(Fij (R[fjg))=ai Æ(Fij(R [ fjg))Æ(F(R)) :We present the algorithm whih omputes asymptoti oeÆients ��� and b | they anbe used to approximatem (. f. Setion 5). The main idea of the algorithm is to reduethe size of state-spae of a Markov hain by lumping together losely related states.This proess is repeated in the onseutive phases of aggregation; during eah phasegraphs indued by matrix D is onsidered. The algorithm groups states in eah losedlass of the graph and solves the system of linear equations restrited to this lass.Smaller size, hene tratable, systems of equations an be solved by a diret method.Before passing to a next phase, an aggregation proedure is performed, lumping allstates in eah losed lass into a new, aggregated state.The algorithm onsists of two phases. The �rst one runs the aggregation sheme,similarly as for transposed ase (.f. [4, 5℄); however, the aggregation an leave sev-eral losed lasses of the original graph not lumped together. Then, the seond phasealulates oeÆients biR and �iR for losed lasses resulted from �rst phase (see thedesription of Algorithm2). Computed values are then propagated throughout eahlass.Corretness of the algorithm. The interesting observation is that the task of om-puting exponents biR (hi) is of quite di�erent nature than the task of omputing theoeÆients �iR (�i). While the former an be performed using purely ombinatorialmethods (hene preisely), the latter uses a proedure of solving a system of linearequations, exposed to numerial errors. Although alulating oeÆients �iR is of ru-ial importane, in the sequel we onentrate on biR and hi. We overview here theproess of aggregation and state some fats on shortest forests, useful in omputingexponents hi (biR). Note that, the oeÆients hi and �i play an auxiliary role in thealgorithm | they are neessary during the aggregation phase and alow to onstrutan aggregated underlying graph.Consider the graph G := G�(D) and its subgraph Gmin, onsisting of the shortestedges outgoing from eah vertex, i.e., for eah vertex i, of those dij whih are equal tom(i) := minj dij : (6)Shortest edges orrespond to the largest probability of moving from state i to j. Reallthat D = fdijg. In a single step of the aggregation proess, the graph G is replaed



by another graph G0 = aggr(G). Verties of G0 are losed lasses I of Gmin togetherwith transient states in Gmin. Edges (I; J) in G0 are weighted by dIJ de�ned by thefollowing formula:dIJ := mini2I;j2J(dij + h(ijI)) where h(ijI) := maxk2I m(k)�m(i): (7)Values h(ijI) are omputed in aggregation preedure | they orrespond to oef-�ients hi in a graph indued by a losed lass I. Lemma 1 below justi�es suh anaggregation sheme in order to alulate hi. Let i denote any state of G suh thatthere exists some tree rooted in i (F(i) 6= ;). By a shortest tree rooted in i we meanany tree rooted in i suh that d(f) is minimal, i.e., d(f) = minf 02F(i) d(f 0) = d(F(i)):
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Fig. 1. A: shortest tree rooted in i from Lemma 1, B: shortest forest rooted in R [ j from Lemma 2Lemma 1 ([11℄). Let f be a shortest tree in G, rooted in i, and let I be a losedlass in Gmin ontaining i, i.e. i 2 I. Let fI be a shortest tree in the subgraph of Gminindued by I, rooted in i. Moreover, let f 0 be a shortest tree in G0, rooted in I. Thefollowing holds (for simpliity, we apply here notation d( ) to graph G0 as well):d(f) = d(fI) + d(f 0):For a non-transposed ase, we need a similar fat for forests.Lemma 2 ([11℄). Let R be a subset of states of G s.t. F(R) is nonempty. Let I 6= Jbe losed lasses or transient states in Gmin s.t. R and I [ J are disjoint. Fix a statei 2 I. Let fj be a shortest tree in the subgraph of Gmin indued by J , rooted in j. Thefollowing holds (similarly as before, we extend here notation d( ) and F ( ) to graphG0): minj2J d(Fij(R [ fjg)) = minj2J d(fj) + d(FIJ (R [ fJg)):



Proedure 1 Aggregation1: onstrut G0 = (S0; E0)2: k := 03: repeat4: k := k + 15: �nd partition of Gk�1 into losed lasses (ignore edges leading to u�)6: onstrut Sk7: for eah losed lass in Sk, say Ik, s.t. Ik 6= uR do8: onstrut laplaian Lk9: ompute stationary distribution i. e. solve the system LTk x = b10: ompute m(Ik)11: for eah aggregated state Ik�1 in Ik do12: ompute �k(Ik�1jIk) and hk(Ik�1jIk)13: end for14: for all neighbors of lass Ik do15: determine shortest edges16: end for17: end for18: onstrut new set of aggregated edges Ek (update edges leading to u�)19: Gk := (Sk; Ek)20: until Gk has the same number of states as Gk�1We onsider the following aggregation proess, whih gives rise to the sequene ofgraphs Gi = (Si; Ei), for i = 0; 1; : : :; starting from i = 1, the supersript i enumeratesonseutive phases of Proedure 1. Initially, de�ne the graph G0 whih di�ers slightlyfrom that in transposed ase. Namely, all states from R are replaed by a new stateuR; it has no outgoing edges and for any i =2 R, an edge from i to uR is weighted byminj2R dij (this means that we are interested in reahing any of states of R). Moreover,we add one more state u�, and set diu� := 0, Æiu� := 1 for all i =2 R [ fuRg. Intuitively,this new state orresponds to the right-hand side vetor e in equation (3). Notie thatedges leading to u� are ignored, during the onstrution of a new set of aggregatedstates (steps 5 and 6 in Proedure 1). However they are updated in step 18 aordingto the same rule as other edges (f. formula (7)). For k = 1; 2; : : :, we de�ne indutivelyG0k = aggr(Gk�1). Now, as a new graph Gk we take (G0k)min, whose states are thesame as in G0k and whose edges are the shortest edges in G0k.Denote by �(ijIk) and h(ijIk) oeÆients �i and hi omputed in the subgraph re-strited to some losed lass Ik. Following this onvention, �k(Ik�1jIk) and hk(Ik�1jIk)orrespond to the � and h oeÆient for the aggregated state Ik�1 omputed duringthe k-th phase for the subgraph of Gk restrited to a losed lass Ik.From Lemmas 1 and 2 one an derive following reursive relation:h(ijIk) = h(ijIk�1) + hk(Ik�1jIk); �(ijIk) = �(ijIk�1)�k(Ik�1jIk): (8)CoeÆients hk(Ik�1jIk) an be omputed using the value ofm(Ik) (step 12): hk(Ik�1jIk) =maxI�Ik m(I)�m(Ik�1): Using (8) we an justify the aggregation sheme: in a giveniteration we have only to onsider all verties I aggregated during the previous step,whih belong to the losed lass Ik. Proedure 1 results in aggregated graph Gk =(Sk; Ek) having the set of losed lasses as verties (Sk = fIk; Jk : : :g) and aggregated



edges (dIkJk 2 Ek). Aiming in omputing oeÆients b and � (i. e. approximatingm) we run the seond phase of Algorithm 2. Reall that m(Ik) denote the weight ofthe shortest edge leaving Ik.Algorithm 2 Calulate asymptoti oeÆients biR and �iR i.e. approximate the meanhitting time mi = �iR"biR1: run Proedure 12: for eah losed lass in Sk, say Ik, s.t. Ik 6= uR do3: ompute bIkR := dIku� �m(Ik)4: end for5: repeat6: remove from Sk lasses Ik having minimal bIkR value, denote the set of removed lasses by M7: for eah Ik 2M and any state i 2 S0 belonging to Ik do8: biR := bIkR9: end for10: for eah Ik remaining in Sk do11: let n(Ik) := minJk2M(dIkJk �m(Ik) + bJkR)12: ompute bIkR := min(bIkR; n(Ik))13: end for14: until the set Sk = fuRg15: onstrut laplaian L, taking Sk as the set of states16: solve the system LfuRg;fuRgx = b�, where b�Ik equals the probability of moving from Ik to u� inGk17: for eah Ik 2 Sk di�erent than uR and eah state i 2 S0 belonging to Ik do18: ompute �iR := xIk"�bIkR019: end forFinally, we need to explain how to ompute e�etively �k(Ik�1jIk) in step 12 ofProedure 1 and �iR in step 18 of Algorithm 2. Reall that we have assumed thatthe Markov hain under onsideration possesses a spei� blok struture, namelythe sizes of all losed lasses Ik are small ompared with the size of the whole statespae. It opens the possibility of using diret methods for solving systems of the formLkx = b (LTk x = b), independently inside eah lass Ik. For the solution the followingholds: xk(") � �kR"bkR (xk(") � �k"hk). Now having already omputed bkR (hk) andputting some �xed "0, the orresponding oeÆients �k are derived as the solution ofthe equation: �IkR = xIkR"�bIkR0 (�k(Ik�1jIk) = xIk�1"�hk(Ik�1jIk)0 ).Complexity issues. The upper bound on time ost of ombinatorial aggregationis O(n3), where n is the number of states. The upper bound on memory needed isO(n2). However, the ost of algorithm depends strongly on the struture of a Markovhain under onsideration. In [4℄ we study in detail some important ases. The mainonlusion is that if we an pro�t from a spei� struture of a matrix (e.g. if wehoose an appropriate "), time O(n2) is suÆient. Moreover, when a matrix is sparse,i.e. the number of edges m is signi�antly smaller that O(n2), the algorithm uses onlyO(n+m) spae. This is ruial sine matries appearing in appliations are often sparseand it is not rare that m = �(n). These estimates strongly motivate further studies of



the issue of establishing an appropriate value of parameter ", whih has a signi�antimpat on time and spae ost.In our analysis we have assumed that all losed lasses (i.e. diagonal bloks of NCDMarkov hain) are treated by a preise diret method (GTH). One an ahieve betterbound by hoosing an iterative method to solve the subsystems on the desired level ofauray.Consider a laplaian with n states and m edges (i.e. m is the number of nonzeroentries in the probability transition matrix). Assume that in a step of the aggregationproess, the underlying graph is divided into k losed lasses of size n1; n2; : : : ; nk,respetively (i.e. n1 + n2 + : : :+ nk = jSj, transient state are singleton losed lasses).Theorem 2. The time and spae osts of a single phase of aggregation are as follows:T = O(n+m+ kXi=1 ni3); S = O(n+m+ max1�i�k ni2):The ost of the Algorithm 2 is equal to the total ost of all aggregation phases inreasedby O(3), where  is the number of losed lasses when the aggregation proesses stops;the spae ost is also inreased by O(2).4 Numerial ExperimentsWe desribe here the outomes obtained when ombinatorial aggregation algorithmsare used to ompute stationary distribution (���) and mean hitting time (m) of severalMarkov models. Stationary distribution (non-transposed ase) [5℄, is onerned in orderto demonstrate that omputing the mean hitting time is of the same diÆulty. Weonentrate mainly on small examples whih appear frequently in the literature (f. [1,16℄). Although the sizes of the matries onsidered are quite small, it is still instrutiveto examine the e�et of using our algorithms in suh ases. In ontrast to this, lastproblem investigated by us is a real life example and had been extensively studied bymany authors (see e. g. [3℄).For eah example onsidered in the sequel we ompute the relative error of thesolution (denoted by ���� and m�) ompared with outome of the GTH proedure (ve-tors: ��� and m, respetively). Errors are omputed w.r.t. GTH algorithm, despite thatit is also exposed itself to numerial errors. GTH is suitable for this purpose as it hasan a priori error estimation [11℄.Two measures of algorithms auray orrespond to a mean number of orret mostsigni�ant digits and are given by the following formulas (n is the size of the matrix):Pre1 := � 1n nXi=1 log10 j��i � �ijj�ij + log10 5; Pre2 := � log10 jj���� � ���jj2jj���jj2 + log10 5:In the ase of ombinatorial aggregation we disuss also the aggregation proess: thevalue of ", the number of phases and the number of aggregated states in eah phase.For readability, instead of laplaians we show probability transition matries (zeroentries are marked by dots).



Courtois matrix. The �rst problem onsidered in this setion is the 8� 8 Courtoismatrix studied already in [1℄ as an example of NCD Markov hain. The parameter " ishosen to be 0:001. During omputing stationary distribution �rst phase of aggregationresults in three aggregated states, I = f1; 2; 3g, J = f4; 5g and K = f6; 7; 8g, whihare aggregated in the following step into one losed lass.266666664 :85 : :149 :0009 : :00005 : :00005:1 :65 :249 : :0009 :00005 : :00005:1 :8 :0996 :0003 : : :0001 :: :0004 : :7 :2995 : :0001 ::0005 : :0004 :399 :6 :0001 : :: :00005 : : :00005 :6 :2499 :15:00003 : :00003 :00004 : :1 :8 :0999: :00005 : : :00005 :1999 :25 :55
377777775Courtois matrix with two additional states. We have modi�ed the Courtoismatrix by adding two asymptotially transient states. It is worth noting that thismatrix does not satisfy NCD onditions, as not all o�-diagonal elements have smallvalues, but it is still feasible for our aggregation algorithms. The parameter " is hosento be 0:001. In the �rst step of aggregation we obtain three losed lasses (similarly asbefore) and two transient states 9 and 10. Seond step of aggregation results in onelosed lass lumping together all states.
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9Fig. 2. Aggregation in Stewart matrix.Stewart matrix. This example is proposed by Stewart [16℄. Note the impat ofdi�erent " values on auray of the result.266666666664
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The following array summarizes results of experiments. Reall that preision mea-sures are aurate indiators of the number of orret digits in the approximate so-lution. Observe the e�et of hoosing smaller " in the ase of Stewart example. Ingeneral, alulated preision measures are on the level log 1" | the same situationours in larger examples (.f. [4℄).L(R��R)x = b LT (R��R)x = bproblem type Pre1(m�;m) Pre2(m�;m) Pre1(����;���) Pre2(����;���)Courtois 4.98 4.81 4.45 4.23modi�ed Courtois 4.88 4.86 4.48 4.26Stewart" = 0:01 4.05 4.85 1.97 2.03" = 0:00001 5.95 5.49 4.20 4.79
     Terminals

CPU

SM

I/OFig. 3. Illustration for Interative Computer SystemInterative Computer System. We onsider the Markov model desribed in Fig-ure 3 (for a detailed treatment see [15℄). It represents a time-shared multiprogrammed,paged, virtual memory omputer system, modeled as a losed queueing network. Inorder to perform numerial experiments we assign spei� values for the parameters ofthe model aording to [15℄. The state of the system is oded by a triple z = (z1; z2; z3)of non-negative numbers, where z1 denotes the number of users thinking or busy attheirs terminals, z2 and z3 denote, respetively, the number of proesses in the queueof SM and I/O. Obviously z1 + z2 + z3 � N . There are at most six transition whihan be made from any state.We present outome of the algorithm approximating mean hitting time and sta-tionary distribution for 3, 10 and 20 users. In eah ase we analyze number of phases inaggregation proess (denoted by p), the number of aggregates in the �rst step (k) andthe preision measures. In the array n states for the size of the matrix and m is thenumber of its nonzero entries. Parameters Tagr and Tgth orrespond to the time ostof aggregation algorithm and GTH proedure, respetively. Set R = f0; 0; 0g i.e. all



proesses are in the CPU queue.N n m Pre1(m) Pre2(m) p k Tagr Tgth3 20 60 4:16 3:87 1 14 0:01s 0:003s10 286 1320 4:21 4:21 1 77 0:97s 25s20 1:771 11:011 4:97 4:97 1 252 89s > 8hThe results for the stationary distribution are summarized in the following array.N n m Pre1(���) Pre2(���) p k Tagr Tgth3 20 60 3:4 4:49 2 4 0:02s 0:003s10 286 1320 2:97 3:7 2 11 0:37s 24s20 1:771 11:011 3:16 6:0 2 21 30s > 8hWe onlude that ombinatorial aggregation in the ase of non-transposed systemof equations (mean hitting time) is not less e�etive than in the ase of stationarydistribution. Up to now aggregation approah was used only in solving problems likestationary distribution. Combinatorial aggregation algorithms allow us to treat bothtype of problems in the uni�ed manner.5 Final RemarksWe proposed a new lass of approximation algorithms based on ombinatorial ap-proah developed in [11℄. We presented an algorithm approximating the mean hittingtime. However after some minor modi�ations this algorithm is appliable to all non-transpose system, hene it an be used to alulation of other harateristis of aMarkov hains, suh as: p = pik(R) | the probability distribution (in R) in the hit-ting time and and ��� = �ij(R) | the mean number of visits before absorption. Weanalyzed the omplexity of algorithm and studied its appliability on several Markovmodels. Some outomes of numerial experiments are reported. Both analyti and ex-perimental results obtained by us lassify this new method as a potentially very usefultool in pratie. Our algorithm omputes the asymptoti oeÆients b and ���. It takesas an input laplaian L = (lij) de�ning Markov hain; given additionally value " it anbe used to approximate mean hitting time (and other harateristis) as follows:1. onstrut matries ��� and D suh that: �lij = Æij"dij , where " < Æij � 1;2. run Algorithm 2 to ompute vetors ��� and b;3. set mi(R)(") := �i"bi .When " < minij �(lij), we have dij = 0 (for all i; j), hene L =��� and Algorithm 2gives the exat solution. On the other hand, larger "'s allow to pro�t from a spei�blok struture of a laplaian matrix to improve eÆieny. In fat, there is a tradeo�between time/spae eÆieny of the algorithm and preision of approximation.In our approah it is assumed that some preproessing phase is needed to �nd anappropriate value of ". It seems to be a hallenging task to design an automati proe-dure to alulate a value of ", that would guarantee desired auray and time/spae
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